MINUTES
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
1300 NE Village Street
Fairview, OR 97024
Tuesday, September 22, 2020
Zoom Meeting
PRESENT:

STAFF:

Jeff Dennerline
Wendy Lawton
Bill Peterson
Russell Williams, Vice Chair
Thomas Hoffman
John Scheelar
Hollie Holcombe, Chair
Sarah Selden, Senior Planner
Carolanne Fry, Associate Planner
Devree Leymaster, City Recorder

1. CALL TO ORDER & INTRODUCTIONS
Chair Holcombe called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM. Because there were two new
Commissioners, the Commissioners took turns introducing themselves.
2. CITIZENS WISHING TO SPEAK ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS
None.
3. WORK SESSION
Halsey Site Readiness and Code Update Project
Senior Planner Selden presented off-street parking concepts from the consultant team as
referenced in Exhibit A.
Commissioner Lawton remarked it is important to look at mass transit, pedestrian access i.e.,
walk and bike, electric charging stations, etc. Plan now for the future; less vehicles in the future.
SP Selden summarized, need to look at the conditions of what we have and how we can create a
vibrant thriving main street with pedestrian movement, transit improvements, electric vehicles,
etc. while not adding barriers for the developer and discouraging development.
Commissioner Peterson asked if the design is meant to be cumulative (Exhibit A, page 16).
Vice Chair Williams remarked too often we don’t have enough parking, mass transit usage is low
in the area, and most homes have two cars. Requiring 1.25 or 1.5 spaces doesn’t make sense and
increases the parking deficit.
Commissioner Dennerline inquired where the data points on page 8, Attachment B were
generated from. SP Selden replied from the Census American Survey; data is 7 to 8 years old.
Commissioner Dennerline commented the data doesn’t seem to reflect actuality. He noted the
Carlino’s and Bumpers parking lots pre-COVID were always full.
Commissioner Lawton queried if parking garages, up to 3 stories, could be another option to
resolve parking issues.
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Commissioner Dennerline noted Fairview does not have public parking, like some other cities
do. If the city was to develop public parking, he would rather see open, paved lots than garages
so if the parking is not needed in the future the land could still easily be developed.
Commissioner Peterson remarked it is common for communities to incentivize public parking
areas. Parking was not included as an identified project in Urban Renewal because of the cost;
very expensive.
Commissioner Scheelar remarked if parking is limited then need to include accessibility (to walk
or bike to get to the corridor) as part of the long-range plan.
Commissioner Peterson reflected we need common sense parking standards with a future vision
for other transit options. Most of the Commission agreed.
Commissioner Hoffman commented the consultants are looking for consistency between the
three cities and asked if the parking standards is one of the goals. Chair Holcombe answered yes,
the goal is to have similar parking standards along Halsey. SP Selden replied the primary goal is
to create a main street corridor in building standards; parking is secondary, different
communities have different availability.
Commissioner Dennerline reiterated the feedback we get now is that people can’t park.
Concerned about now, not the future. The current standards are not working and now we are
talking about reducing the standards.
SP Selden inquired if the city-wide standards should be higher (Exhibit A, page 13).
Commissioner Dennerline answered yes. Commissioner Lawton commented may increase in
some places, but not city-wide.
SP Selden commented the direction seems to be to apply city-wide standards, in general.
Commissioner Peterson agreed and noted support of an incentive menu. Commissioner Scheelar
supported city-wide standards and an incentive menu. Vice Chair Williams encouraged being
judicious when looking at incentives. Chair Holcombe clarified the incentives are not monetary,
but are features that could be exchanged for reduced parking. Commissioner Lawton
commented on the frustration from the lack of data. Basing decisions largely on anecdotal
information not data based.
Commissioner Lawton left the meeting at 8:01 PM.
SP Selden asked the Commission what feature/benefits are missing and what priorities are we
trying to achieve.
Chair Holcombe - saving large trees.
Commissioner Peterson —public plaza or open space.
Commissioner Dennerline —better definition of affordable housing; leery of vertical
development.
Commissioner’s Hoffman and Peterson and Vice Chair Williams - remove affordable
housing incentive. It is counter intuitive; use of public transit is not feasible (not
available).
SP Selden summarized the directions is to either remove or reduce affordable housing and add
another category for an incentive i.e., height bonus. Chair Holcombe answered yes, better to
incentivize with additional height than reduced parking.
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4. COMMISSIONER AND STAFF UPDATES/FOLLOW-UP
Commissioner Peterson commented on the blocked pedestrian access at the Market/Village
development project.
a. Intersection Level of Service Standards
As follow up to a previous inquiry, SP Selden shared the left turn for the exit from
Townsend to 223rdis rated a level of sendee f. City and county roads intersect at this location
and are impacted by the transportation mitigation master plan. The agreement didn’t trigger
a traffic signal requirement as part of development approval. Commissioner Peterson noted
the issue could have been mitigated by not allowing a left turn.
b. Development and Public Works Projects
SP Selden provided a brief update on the projects listed below.
Village Place —71 residential, ground floor commercial, corner Market and Village
Streets.
Fairview Meadows —17 town homes, 12 duplexes and commercial space; Sandy
Blvd.; anticipate starting construction in the next few weeks; 18-month project;
getting close to beginning public improvements.
NE 230th —Townsend Business Park; original approval was for three buildings;
looking to phase development with one building; within seven years could build
other two; if goes longer will have to come back to the Commission.
Commissioner Dennerline requested a list of projects and their status going back two years.
5. TENTATIVE AGENDA
No meeting is proposed October 13, 2020 and October 27, 2020 is to be determined; possible
land use training.
6. ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned by consensus at 8:27 PM.

A complete recording and/or video of these proceedings is available.
Contact the City of Fairview City Recorder Office, 1300 NE Village St., Fairview, OR 97024, (503) 674-6224.
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